Electrical resistivity imaging inversion: An ISFLA trained kernel principal component wavelet neural network approach.
The traditional artificial neural network (ANN) inversion of electrical resistivity imaging (ERI) based on gradient descent algorithm is known to be inept for its low computation efficiency and does not ensure global convergence. In order to solve above problems, a kernel principal component wavelet neural network (KPCWNN) trained by an improved shuffled frog leaping algorithm (ISFLA) method is proposed in this study. An additional kernel principal component (KPC) layer is applied to reduce the dimensionality of apparent resistivity data and increase the computational efficiency of wavelet neural network (WNN). Meanwhile, a novel ISFLA algorithm is adopted for improving the learning ability and inversion quality of WNN. In the proposed ISFLA, a hybrid LC mutation attractor is used to enhance the exploitation ability and a differential updating rule is used to enhance the exploration ability. Four groups of experiments are considered to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed inversion method. The inversion results of the synthetic and field examples show that the introduced method is superior to other algorithms in terms of prediction accuracy and computational efficiency, which contribute to better inversion results.